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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which is an example of a network reconnaissance attack?
A. ICMP sweep
B. firewalk
C. backdoor
D. botnets
E. inverse mapping
Answer: A
Explanation:
A ping sweep (also known as an ICMP sweep) is a basic network
scanning technique used to determine which of a range of IP
addresses map to live hosts (computers). Whereas a single ping
will tell you whether one specified host computer exists on the

network, a ping sweep consists of ICMP (Internet Control
Message Protocol) ECHO requests sent to multiple hosts. If a
given address is live, it will return an ICMP ECHO reply. Ping
sweeps are among the older and slower methods used to scan a
network.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A technician upgraded the CPU, and now the system fails to stay
on for more than 30 seconds. Which of the following components
should be checked?
A. Memory
B. Power supply
C. Thermal paste
D. CMOS bat
Answer: C
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